
ESSAY LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT

Your life is what you make it. Your present life is the result of all the choices you have made up until this moment. You
are the only one responsible for where you .

We are all incredible beings, each richly endowed with our own unique experiences and views of reality.
Chapter 8 â€” Portals of discovery This chapter explores the topic of mistakes and how they are opportunities
for us to learn. I choose to listen to my heart and intuition, knowing that they will always guide me in the right
direction. If you had a really bad cold or flu would you walk over to someone and sneeze in their face? By
alternating our thinking, switching our way of living we are able to make the life circle a significant one. No
one else can do it for us; no one has the right to tell us what it ought to be. He is also a philanthropist and
cochairman of the NoVo foundation â€” a foundation committed to foster a transformation in global society
from a culture of domination and exploitation to collaboration and partnership, empowering women and girls
as the primary agents of change. By living up to your promises and obligations, you will win the trust of
others. The amount of the adjustment is bad debt expense for the period. Yes I accept that bad things can
happen in my life, however I choose to look for positive opportunities and outcomes in every situation. I
choose to allow events take their course without me trying to control everything. I choose to release all of my
fears and doubts, knowing that they are all self-created, keeping me away from achieving great things. That
thought became an emotion That emotion turned into words, the words fuelled action, The actions became a
habit. Chapter 2 â€” No one deserves anything This chapter explores the concept of deserving and the attitudes
some people adopt, based on the family they are born into. To help us do this, I wish to share with you a book
that was brought to my attention a few months ago. However, the book can definitely help young adults and
parents of young and teen kids most specifically. It is simply the existing balance plus the current estimate. A
positive way of thinking is a habit and needs to be learned through repetition and conscious effort on your
part. The quality of your thinking essentially determines the quality of your life. I choose to always be true to
myself. The overall purpose, as Peter shares, for writing the book is to offer some help and guidance to others
by exploring how values and identity shape our lives. As long as we think we are our circumstances, titles,
parents, situations or bank accounts, we continue to suffer. I choose to believe in myself, knowing that I have
incredible potential and I can accomplish anything I set my mind to. It is amazing how some people are so
intent on being negative. One who can freely draw the curve, change its shape and broaden it to the maximum.
Seeing his mother Andy rushed up to her, his eyes were shining with pride and excitement. By embracing
responsibility you will reap many rewards. This depends entirely upon you and how you choose to think.
There will be as many different meaningful lives as there are people to live them. It can be easy to blame
others or circumstances for everything in our lives â€” past, present or future. Sustaining a positive attitude
Creating and maintaining a positive attitude is the most efficient and low-cost investment you can make in
order to improve your life. I am sure that we have all been guilty of that from time to time. His dad may be
world known for being one of the richest people on the planet, but that is his dad, not him. I choose to accept
all the gifts life has to offer me. Life is what you make it â€” Top Tips The first step to happiness is to make a
conscious decision to be happy Choose to be an optimist not a pessimist Actively seek out opportunities
instead of problems Think more consciously about what you think about Address any negative attitude germs
that you may be spreading Choose to be a radiator not a drain Avoid blaming other people Learn from your
mistakes and positively move on Take personal responsibility for all your actions Remember this is your life
and your life is what you make it About the author Liggy Webb is widely respected as a leading expert in the
field of Modern Life Skills. Becoming aware of these pitfalls can help parents understand why so many kids
grow up resenting their parents, since instead of empowering guidance, they are given expectation-driven
control. He was right on about how some parents cannot see past their own vanity in the control they want to
exert on their children in terms of what life decisions they make i. How to be more positive about your life
Avoid negative attitude germs Let me ask you a question. Many books about personal success or
self-improvement start with a sharp focus on cultivating energy, enthusiasm and optimism in all areas of your
life.. Marilyn Monroe Life is what you make it so make the best of it.


